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EVA foam tape

EVA foam tape

Description: EVA foam tape is EVA foam backing, coating on single side or both sides with strong solvent acrylic adhesive or hot melt base adhesive, PE plastic film/Yellow silicone paper/White silicone paper/Glassine silicone paper as release paper liner.
Tape thickness: 0.5mm-7mm
Foam color: Black, white and grey
Paper liner: Red/green/blue poly film, white/yellow paper, glassine paper
Features: Waterproof, shock proof, high adhesion, heat resistance, sounds resistance, weather resistance ability, UV resistance, and moisture proof, strong crack resistance; provide excellent stick effect to the rough surface.

Applications: Apply nameplates, advertising, plastic parts, metal products, marks, signs, glass, decoration, household items, such as hook, bath lavatory accessories fixed purpose. Suitable for hooks, dispensers and general goods stabilizing and applied for special sealing, shockproof purpose. For mounting, splicing, and holding use in electronic, footwear and printing industries as well as offices and schools, also can be used decorative objects and most types of walls. Ceramic tile, and wood surface that are clean, dry and smooth...Can be stamped to various shapes.
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